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Coach charged with OUI,
hit-and-run dismissed
by Jan Vertefeuille
Staff Writer

team,
nesday
()liege
"tine
10 p.m.

A charge against a university
diving coach of leaving the
scene of an accident with bodily injury was dismissed Monday
after he agreed to plead guilty
to the more serious crime of
OU I
John Bransfield was arrested
on the charge after a March 28
hit-and-run accident in which
University of Maine student
Mark St. Peter was seriously
injured.

of Bransfield's sentencing at the
3rd Disrict Court in Bangor.
Court records also show
Bransfield pleaded guilty Monday to driving 46 mph in a 25
mph zone. Roberts said he did
not believe the speeding violation was connected to the hitand-run accident.
At the time of the arrest,
Orono police said they believed
Bransfield was speeding.
Eyewitness descriptions and a
portion of the license plate
number of the vehicle that hit
St. Peter led police to
Bransfield.

"The OUI charge had to be a plea
bargain between Bransfield and the
district attorney."
—Forrest Davis
Orono police officer
Assistant District Attorney
Michael Roberts said Bransfield
agreed to plead guilty to
operating under the influence if
the charge of leaving the scene
of an accident with bodily injury or death were dismissed.
April 30 is the tentative date

The accident occurred at 1:26
a.m, and the UMaine diving
coach was arrested later in the
morning and charged with aggravated assault and leaving the
scene of an accident with bodily injury or death.
(see OUI page 3)
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No! No! Irou put your right foot in. Vou take your right foot out. lou put your right foot
in and you shake it all about.

Residents angry about waste
by Jennifer Orr
Staff Writer
(GREENBUSH) — Residents of Greenbush are angry about the
town's "radioactive landfill," which stores hazardous waste from the
University of Maine.
About 40 townspeople were at Thursday's board of selectmen meeting,
to discuss the potential dangers.
The low level radioactive chemical waste was deposited at the site after
being deemed unsuitable to remain stored on university property in 1963.
Thomas Aceto; vice president for administration and James Cook,
director of radiation safety operations, were on hand as the liaisons from
the university.
According to Cook, the 40by-40' landfill holds about 300 drums that
originally contained eight to ten different radioisotopes.
"Many of the radioisotopes buried there disappeakd quickly because
they have short half-lives," Cook said.
Of the remaining radioisotopes, Cook said the small afflOtifIt5 of
tridium, carbon 14, cesium, toluene and radium are not harmful to the
environment or water supply.
"Everything has some radioactivity; milk is radioactive The only surprising thing would be to find water that is not radioactive"
According to Donna Jandreau, the town manager, the 1,064 residents
are adamant about getting rid of the waste site altogether.
"I'd say the general consensus is to get the waste out of Greenbush," Jandreau said.
Residents are concerned about the possibility of contamination to
the sbil and water sources that are near the site.
Cook said the dangers posed by moving the waste are much greater
than those posed by leaving it where it is.
UMaine was aproached by the selectmen to upgrade the monitoring
of the waste site, because the Department of Environmental Protection
only checked the area annually.
"We check it twice a year now, and monitor the changes," Aceto
said.
One resident opposed to the site said, "If we don't get rid of this one
then we're setting ourselves up for more dumps."
Cook estimated the cost of digging up and relocating the containers
to be $I million to $2 million.

WMEB announces new format
by John Robinson
Volunteer Writer
The future general manager of the University of Maine's radio station, Joseph Khoury,
has formally announced the slated format
change for WMEB. "After months and
months of research and planning, we have
come up with a format that although slightly
altered, will stay very close to the present
system," he said.
The program will be based on a three tier
system, each of which will weigh equally on
the air.
The first component will be made up of the
progressive bands that have established
themselves at WMEB already. The second will
incorporate progressive bands that are "new
or upcoming to the progressive scene,"
Khoury said, so as to at least give them a
chance for recognition.
Keith Brann, present program director at
WMElit, said he is skeptical of Khoury's expertise on the matter.
"He(Khoury)does not know enough about
progressive music to make any kind of format
decisions," he said.
"I don't think a format change is
necessary," Brann added.
Brann also said that Khoury had a 3-by-5
card with a list of groups, primarily progressive, that would not be allowed on the air
next year, but he was not specific as to group
names.
"It's censorship, plain and simple," he
said.
• Khoury later denied the existence of such
cards.
The third level of the proposed program
change will be made up of well known bands
that have established themselves on the contemporary scene, Khoury said.
Khoury cited The Police, Crowded Hou§e,
Howard Jones, Simple Minds, Thompsibn

Twins, U2, Peter Gabriel, Bangles, Dire Straits,
and Wang Chung as part of the third tier.
"We do that anyway," Brann said, "Most
all those bands have been in heavy rotation,
that is before they broke into the big-time"
Airplay of such bands will be relegated to
what Khoury termed "Bsides." These will
be songs taken from their latest albums, but
ones that were not expected to be "Top 40"
hits on other radio stations, he said.
If a song being played on WMEB started
to break into the "top of the big charts" it
would be "pulled immediately," Khoury
said.
He said that rumors of the station turning
to a "Top 40" format are "completely unfounded" since no formal announcement had
been made of the proposed format change
prior to his telling The Daily Maine Campus.
Weekend programming will remain the
same but will include a few new categories.
These will include jazz, reggae, classical,
blues, all world, heavy metal, oldies/60s, hardcore, such as The Dead Milkmen, X, Broken
Bones, and The Cramps,. and a softer jazz
Khoury termed as "Windham Hill." The
weekly"Progressive Top 30" will also be kept,
he said.
Khoury noted that these programs are subject to availability of DJs v'Vho are willing to
play them.
He said all applications for these positions
will be considered and seniority will play no
part in his final decisions.
The possible elimination of some weekend
programming was labeled by Brann as "a
travesty." He said, "I get a lot of calls begging us not to change the format:'
"And I'm not the only DJ to get such
calls," Brann added.
(see WMEB page 2)
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(continued from page 1)

Ed Lyons, present director of weekend
programming, said he was disappointed
that folk programming was apparently
being eliminated, while the classical format remained.
"Folk is more of an alternative than
is classical, especially when MPBN can
do it (classical) a greater justice than
WMEB can," Lyons said.
"I also don't feel this is a wise move
considering that we(WMEB)have over
1000 folk-related albums as opposed to
a very sketchy, at best, 200 albums of the
classical nature," he said.
Concerning the station management
itself, Khoury said he plans to "strip
down and start from scratch," and
stated five goals to receive top priority.
The first goal involves providing more
professional training for the on-air staff,
which formerly had been brief and sketchy, he said.
Khoury said he intends to have an
orientation session before the start of

school in the fall, and critique sessions
for the Ws.
The second goal is to set up better
lines of communication between the executive staff and the listening public.
Khoury said he is planning on a writein comment box to be addressed to
himself.
He said there had been "no previous
effort" to respond to listeners' needs and
he said the station had a"responsibility
to its listeners, from both on and off
campus, while on campus."
The third goal is to iron out any"riffs"
in the executive staff and within the DJ
ranks.
Khoury said he will use the "nip in the
bud approach" for riffs in the staff and
that the staffs optimism will "trickle
down" to the lower echelons.
He said he has a "talented group of
execs" who planned to listen to the onair. -.staff's input with greater
understanding.
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better and cited the possibile addition of
a few more away games to the existing
radio schedule.
He also said there will be no basic
changes in the news department!'Bob
Steele (WMEB adviser) pretty much
makes the decisions on that topic, but as
far as I can tell, news should remain the
same."
WMEB will, play its new format, including both the progressive and contemporary aspects, on Wednesday, April
29, from 5:30 to 7:00 p.m. This will be
followed by a live call-in from 7:00 to
8:00 p.m. in which listeners can express
their.thoughts on the air.
Joe Khoury and future program
director Dan van Wagnen will be on
hand to answer questions

by Berke Breathed
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Khoury's fourth goal is to increase the
involvement of his promotions
department.
He said the 1987-88 year will be "a
banner one for promotions."
"Fun and uniqueness will_be the key
in all promotions. We want to be
creative."
There will be more live remotes and
plenty of giveaways, such as T-shirts,
albums, and concert tickets. He also
alluded to the fact that there were a couple of major giveaways in the planning
stages, one possibly being a compact disc
player.
The station image is the fifth and final
concern. Khoury said a "full ad campaign" would shortly be underway as he
felt this was a "critical concern."
Khoury said that sports programming
would remain "pretty much the
same." He did add that the staff
-would try to work with the announcers
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"Giggles"
the singing clown

Birthdays/All Occasions
Deliveries, Flowers, Balloons
and mcssages
Orono Floral Boutique
866-3557 -- 7 Days a Week

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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CELEBRATE

EASTER
WITH A FANFARE
Easter Service 10:00 a.m.
Accompanied by
Brass Trio
St James Episcopal Church
Center and Main
Old Town
Ride From Campus:
Yost 930 Hancock 935 Oxford 94/
or call: 866-5694
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Looking for an
APARTMENT ?,
for next semester?

00

1,2,3,4,5 bedroom
apartments available
September 1, 1987
Walking distance to
UMaine
Call
Ekelund Properties
866-2516
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AIDS conference planned for April
by Michael Di Cicco
Staff Writer
Editor's note: This is thefirst in a series
offour articles on the topic of AIDS
What began as a big-city epidemic, is
now a major concern in rural areas as
well.
Betsy Allin, acting director of the
Cutler Health Center, said,"AIDS (Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome)is
certainly an important issue whether you
are at the University of Maine, or out in
California, or wherever."
According to Allin, there is a lack of
AIDS education in northern Maine.
Twelve graduate students in the
department of microbiology are giving
it their best shots to change that.
The group has organized a conference
to examine the. viral disease from its
origins to its impact on society.

Peter Flanagan, the group leader, said
the five-hour conference will feature four
medical doctors who are all authorities
on AIDS.
Each speaker will address the topic
from their area of specialty, he said.
Flanagan said, "There are many facts
about AIDS that make it an important
issue in this state and at this university.
"It (AIDS) is now as much a
heterosexual problem as it is a homosexual or intravenous drug user's problem.
"Now, no one is safe from the disease.
Everyone who is sexually active is in the
high-risk group."
The April 23 conference will take
place at 12:30 p.m. in Hutchins Concert
Hall of the Maine Center for the Arts.
Flanagan said the conference was the
out-growth of seminars the microbiology
department conducted last semester.
"We wanted to do some kind of
seminar on AIDS for this semester, but
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(continued from page I)

Orono police officer Forrest Davis
said Bransfield was not arrested until
four hours after the accident and no
blood alcohol test was taken.
"The OUI charge had to be a plea
bargain between Bransfield and the
district attorney," Davis said.
Roberts said a blood test is not
necessary to prove a charge of OUI;
witnesses or a statement attesting to the
sobriety of an individual can also be
used.
St. Peter has been in the hospital since
the night he was hit walking home to
Sigma Phi Epsilon from a party at 1:26
a.m.
In a March 30 Maine Campus article
Toby Walls, also a Sig Ep brother and
eyewitness to the accident, said St. Peter
and a group of friends were walking
southbound on the side of the road when
he was hit.
Walls said St. Peter probably would
have been hurt more seriously if it
weren't for his large build.

St. Peter sustained multiple injuries,
including a broken leg, extensive knee injuries, and internal bleeding.
According to Walls, St. Peter's leg
muscles began to expand rapidly after
being hit and this, along with infections,
has prevented corrective treatment.
St. Peter will undergo surgery today
On his left leg. He said he may be able
to use a wheelchair by next week.
"Things are going pretty slow," he
said, adding that he will be in the
hospital another four to six weeks.
After the accident, St. Peter told the
Maine Campus he had no bitter feelings
toward Bransfield.
"I have a lot of feelings I really can't
explain, but certainly no bitterness."
he said:
St. Peter had no comment about the
hit-and-run charges against Bransfield
being dropped.
When asked if he plans any action
against Bransfield, he would say only
that he has a lawyer.

* WANTED *
MAINE CAMPUS
ASSISTANT BUSINESS
MANAGER

E
m
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Soph. or Jr. with two years remaining
Strong accounting ability
Salaried position
Great experience
See Joe Merrill at the Campus
Lord Hall basement 581-1272

it became apparent that we had an important topic, so we decided to go for the
big conference.
"We want the conference to have a
carry-over effect — we want to make it
last longer than the actual five hours —
we want to get people talking about the
disease," he said.
Flanagan said the speakers had been
chosen based on their abilities to speak
on the subject with authority and engage
the audience.

. "Everyone we went to gave immediate
and unwavering support. Our requests
weren't turned down anywhere.
"I think our fund-raising efforts were
helped by the nature of the topic and the
authority of the speakers," he said.
One of the conference's funders,
UMaine President Dale Lick, said he
agreed with Flanagan.
"It(AIDS)is one of the foremost important issues of the day.
"This confernece will approach the

"Now no one is safe from the disease.
Everyone who is sexually active is in the
high-risk group."
—Peter Flanagan
graduate student
"It is going to be hard for these
speakers to get 101ivay from their jobs,
they are very buky, but they're making
it possible for us to educate the community on the dangers of AIDS,"
Flanagan said.
Flanagan said the group secured the
S28,000 needed to fund the conference
from groups representing students, faculty and the administration.
"We thought it was very important to
raise the money from all three of the major groups on campus because the conference is for everyone and the topic has
an effect on everyone.

topic in a way that most other conferences haven't. The problem will be
discussed both on the scientific level and
it will also be related directly to human
needs," he said.
Allin said, "When I was contacted
about the conference, I was really enthused. I'm hoping it will attract both
students and the community.
"One of the best things about the conference is the way that it is constructed.
It provides for someone to just see one
of the Speakers and still get a lot out of
it," she said.

WANTED
A hardworking, office-oriented person to fill the position-a:

INTERDORM BOARD SECRETARY
from Fall 1987 - Spring 1988. This is a salaried position and work
study is not required. Previous office experience preferred.
****
RESPONSIBILITIES
PLEASE CONTACT:
include:
- attending meetings.
lnterdorm Board Office
- taking minutes,
- typing,filing,correspondence,
- and general office work

3rd Floor Memorial Union
581-1760

InterDormitory Board: A Board of Student Government

Finally - CD's under $10
The first of many reduced price
CD releases has arrived. Choose
from artists such as:
Johnny Winter
Janis Joplin
Muddy Waters
The Hollies
Leonard Bernstein

Your music dollar always goes
further at Dr. Records
20 Main - Orono
866-7874
Open Thursday & Friday eves. 'til 8
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1,et your hair down

Bumstock Weekend
by Jennifer Ginr
Staff Writer
The rites of spring hold more than
April showers that , bring May flowers.
Bumstock Weekend, the annual
University of Maine let-your-hair-down
weekend, is almost here.
Six bands, three,small acts and special
guest the Das id Bromberg Quartet, will
perform from noon until 9 p.m. on
Saturday, April 25.
Kathy Anderson, Bumstock Weekend
coordinator, said, "Bumstock is a time
for students to just let loose and relax
before finals. It's the end of the semester
fli ng.
"It really begins Friday night with
Maxcreek, and Young Neil And The
Vipers, will play at Lengyel Gym.'
"Everything is pretty well set. We need
people to set up and work as student
marshalls, but there haven't really been
any big problems," Anderson said.
Those who do help set up and take
down or act as student security (marshalls) will receive a Bumstock tshirt, she
said.
The fifteenth Bumstock which is

sponsered by the Off-Campus Board,
will take place in the Cabin Fields area,
located off the Rangely Road, across
from the Park Street Apartments..
"The rain location is in Alfond
Arena," Anderson said.
According to Anderson, about 3,500
people turned out for last year's event.
"There are a lot of things going on
next weekend, so parking will probably
be pretty tight," she said.
Anderson said The Bus will be running its regular route all day and night.
"We're really encouraging people to
walk or take The Bus. The Late Night
Local will be stopping at Pat's for
anyone in Orono who wants to go,"
Anderson said.
Michelle Kessler, a sophomore, said,
"I didn't go last year, but I'm psyched
to go this year."
The bands that will be on hand Saturday include Dani Tribesmen, Chip
Divits, Blue Flames, Broken Men, Anni
Clark and the Kinsmen Ridgerunners.
"Each band will play for about an
hour and Das id Bromberg will play
-for about an hour-and-a-half,"
Anderson said
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Last year's Bumstock success.
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Conference to attemp to
raise students' aspirations
by Steve Roper
Volunteer writer

UITTI
C LD BE
THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE,
APPLICATIONS AND NOMINATIONS
are requested for the

"We'll have every segment of the state,
hopefully, represented there," McKernan said.

In an attempt to raise the aspirations
of those participating in the educational
system and other areas of Maine society, the University of Maine will hold a
day-long conference April 25.
"Raising students aspirations by
acknowledging their achievements —
and their potential for greater achievement — is a goal that stands to benefit
all of us," Gov John McKernan said
during a press conference Wednesday, attended by both UMaine President Dale
Lick and Chancellor Robert Woodbury.
In addition to parents, students, and
other interested participants, an
estimated 1,600 educators and professionals serving Maine's youth are expected to attend the conference.

The Conference, which is jointly sponsored by the Governor's office, the
UMaine System and the Orono campus,
is the "the first step in a series of steps"
designed to raise the level of aspiration
in the state of Maine, he added.
According to dean of UMaine College
of Education and program chairman
Robert Cobb, the copference will not only focus on raisinglaspiritions in the
educational community,but will also address the quality of life in Maine.
Lick said "We're not only interested
in finding ways to encourage the educa
tional aspiration of our young people.
(we ASPIRE page 5)

The people specializing in affordable pre-owned transportation are here'

UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
The University of Maine Outstanding Achievement Award is
presented to up to twelve students, either undergraduate or
graduate, for outstanding achievement in nonacademic endeavors.
These awards will be presented to students receiving degrees in
May, 1987. Award areas are:

CARS
'R' US
Griffin Rd., Bingo*

• 44
LOOK AT THESE QUALITY CARS WITH OUR LOW. LOW PRICES
• 1984 Automatic Chevrolet Chevette
• 1980 Automatic Dodge Mirada
only $1295
only $2995
• 1983 Automatic Dodge Colt
• 1980 Subaru Coupe
*/10w mileage only $2995
only $1595
• Tax & title extra Come see us today and drive away in affordable transportation'

A Christian Community Church
I Community Service - public service in a broad sense,
either on or off campus.
2 Campus Citizenship - student government, organization
leadership, creative activism.
3. Athletics.
4 Arts and Communication - graphic arts, language arts,
theatre arts.

THE CHURCH OF
UNIVERSAL FELLOWSHIP
invites you to join
Worship Services
Easter Sunday - April 19, 1987
10:15 a.m.

Deadline: April 17, 1987. Applications and nominations should
be sent to Dr. Gregory N. Brown, Acting Vice President for
Academic Affairs, 201 Alumni Hall. Application forms are
available in 201 Alumni Hall (telephone 1547) and the Student
Services office, second floor, Memorial Union (telephone 1406).

(Nursery care available)
82 Main Street
Orono, Maine

The Reverend Steven Melamed
Minister
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Students charged with
ID forgery
;We need you
by Bill Gardner
Volunteer Writer
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Two University of Maine students are
headed for court on April 24, as a result
of an ongoing investigation by the
UMaine department of Public Safety into forgery and falsification of identification on campus.
The department summonsed two
residents of 134 Oxford Hall on charges
of forgery and possession of alcohol by
a minor after obtaining a search warrant
to enter their room on Tuesday, March
31.
Mark Michaud, 20, of Waterville
summonsed on charges of forgery,
possession of forgery devices and possession of alcohol by a minor.
Derek Partridge, 19, of Carmel was
also summonsed on charges of possession of forgery devices and possession
of alcohol by a minor.
Confiscated in the search was a poster
board allegedly used in the replication
of a Maine driver's license, various
photographs and other devices and
equipment allegedly used for forgery.
Forgery is a Class D crime and carries
a maximum penalty of one year imprisonment and a S1,000 fine.
Possession of forgery devices is a Class
E crime and is punishable by a six-month
imprisonment and a $500 fine.

Possession of alcohol by a minor is a
civil violation.
According to Police Investigator
William Laughlin, falsification of IDs is
a big problem on campus.

"College campuses have a big population of people between the ages of 18
and 21, consequently, as a department
we are more aware of the problem of
false IDs than most departments and we
make more apprehensions," Laughlin
said.

Volunteer.

gz33=="4033MIXtor==CV3XtolIta=

OUR LADY OF WISDOM PARISH
NEWMAN CENTER

"Since Sept. 1 we have prosecuted
about 30 cases of forgery and falsifying
identification," Laughlin said.

Catholic Parish on Campus

Laughlin explains that people don't
know what they can get themselves into
if they are making false IDS:

HOLY WEEK AND EASTER LITURGIES

13;law the charge for producing false
identificaticih can be aggravated forgery;
which is a Class B crime, and can be
punishable by up to 10 years in jail and
a $10,000 fine.
-.

Celebration of Lord's Passion
Good Friday

Celebration of Easter Vigil

"People should realize that it is a
serious crime to possess a false ID
and it is more serious to present it to
enter a licensed premise." Laughlin
said.

Holy Saturday

10 p.m.

Other Easter Liturgies
Easter Sunday

Laughlin said the investigation is continuing and more summonses may be expected soon.

•Aspire

7 p.m.

8:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.
12:00 noon

"Come celebrate with us"
(continued from page 4)

"Parents, teachers, business people,
religious leaders, — all sectors of Maine
— have an obligation to understand and
assist in raising aspirations across the
state.
"Our very future depends on building
a human rescource base that can be
responsive to the long-term needs of the
state,"
Woodbury said the conference is needed to help meet the demands of a changing society.
"I think it's clear in the kind of society we're becoming that we're going to
need more individuals whose goals are
not defined by the ways of the past,"
he said.
"Conferences can't change things
overnight, of course, but they can be an
important first step, and I'm looking for-

ward to what we might accomplish on
the 25th," Woodbury said.
Several speakers, including U.S. Sen.
George Mitchell and John Elkins, president of the Naisbit Group, the research
team for "Megatrends,
address
issues relating to aspirations from state,
national, and global perspectives.
The conference will feature a "broad
array of approaches" to the aspirations
issue including 14 "focus sessions" ranging in topics from the role of educators,
business leaders, and governing leaders,
to the opinions and perspectives of
working people.
McKernan added that all of these sessions and the general conference held in
Hutchins Concert Hall will be totally accessible to the handcapped.
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COACHING POSITIONS

NI!

Asst. Baseball
Asst. Softball
6th - 8th grade teams

If you are...

ii

U

Paid position
April 30 - June 2
1-it, an application contact:
Stephen Bailey
John R. Graham School
3 Flags Street, Veazie
947-6573

WANTED

a

A bright, energetic individual who enjoys social planning and
working hard to fill the position of:

L
L
.1„
V.

CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT COORDINATOR
Fall 1987 - Spring 1988 (to begin training this semester). This
is a salaried position and work study is norrequired.

PLEASE CONTACT:
InterdormItory Board Office
3rd Floor Memorial Union
Telephone: 5811760

1DB: A Board of Student Go% eminent

a
ii
Ii

•

-it

...the Admissions Office wants you to volunteer to serve as a I/
Dingo Tour Guide. If you are a student who would like to assist it
prospective students in finding out more about the University Li
of Maine pick up pn application for Dingo Guides at:
*Admissions Office, Chadbourne Hall
All applications must be returned by April 27.

RESPONSIBILITIES include:
IDB Dance Parties
Free Movie Program
Trips or on-campus residents
Working w/ DGBs and Complex Board
Coordinating other campus activities

Active
Artistic
Athletic
Aware
Natural
Reflective
Honest
Rigorous
Vigorous
Rugged
Feisty
Fun
NJ

a

The Maine Difference

Th

ii

The University of Maine
C

1
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Editorial
I don't want my Top 40
ropes and enjoy themselves. The real woria ot radio..
with its confines and regulations, will come soon
enough.
Alternative programming such as WMEB's opens up
new cultural avenues for students, giving the populace a
chance to enjoy something different without having to
troop down to the record stores and make a purchase.
And finally, it gives the individual who despises Top
40 music a much-needed respite from the monotonous
idiocy stations such as "the Fox, Rock 100 and Kiss 94"
seem to revel in emitting.
"The high school students have the 'Foxes-and the
drivers have country music," WMEB disc jockey
John Lamb said. "And I believe that every college that
has a radio station should offer alternative music ... to
play bands you don't normally hear on commerçi
radio."
Although the change in format has not been orma
ed, one has to, wonder why it is even being consi
It can't be money, for WMEB takes in no advertising
revenue and is therefore a non-commercial enteprise.
The signal'WMEB emits is weak and, considering its
competition in the area, unlikely to garner much of an
audience.
And considering the faithful audience WMEB has
gained with its present format. it seems rather foolish
change things.

1

! appears that one of the last bastions of liberalism
on the University of Maine campus is about to fall,
or at least crumble—the progressive radio station.
Joe Khoury; the future station manager of WMEB,
seems bent on turning the UMaine campus radio station
into yet another haven for those unable to open their
ears and minds and get away from mainstream music.
There has been much outcry .by fans of "alternative
music" in recent weeks about WMEB's proposed change
to something other than a progressive format, and it is
well deserved.
Eastern Maine, as a whole, isn't exactly a hotbed of
liberalism, not unlike many regions Surrounding
universities.
And the local media, especially the radio, is known
for its exteme unwillingness to embiaix anything new.
As anyone in the Bangor-Orono area who has turned
on a radio knows, the choices regarding music are quite.
limited. There are, of course, the several rather bland,
mindless Top 40 stations to choose from, and an occasional country or big band station interspersed in between, but little else.
Hence, themeed for WMEB and its progressive
format.
But it goes beyond that.
The college radio station affords the student disc
jockeys which work for it an opportunity to learn the

To the

Linda McGivern
Not once...
I'm seriously beginning to doubt the
general public's ability to read.
AIL4his ridiculous hysteria about a
ble, "slight, miniscule format
ge" al WMER is really making nie
Where people got the notion that
WMEB is going top 40 is beyond the
realms of my.knowledge.
Not once, not even one single time, did
any article in the Maine Campus say that
WMEB was going to become another
Kiss 94, or Rock 100..
:From what I've heard, a few more artists who are played on commercial radio
will be added AO the format God forbid
University of Maine students hear old
Dire Straits or the Police on WMEB.

R
1$

THAT

StC

W.M.E.B.ITHE STAT/ON
DARE'S ro AS sc... WHO THE'
HELL ARE wE???

Not once hase I heard that WMEB
will soon be pinning the works of artists like Mad Ana or the Pet Shop Boys
at their hallowed Progressive station. '
Joe Khoury, WMEB's new station
manager, did a survey on listener tastes,
and as far as 1 can discern, discovered
that UMaine students would like to listen
to a greater variety of music on their
radio station.
According to all the hysterical WMEB
fans, this means bye-bye progressive rock
station
But according to rational people who
work at the station, this means the station will remain a progressive rock station with a few added bonuses for those
students who don't want to listen to the
Smiths and REM all the time.
Personally, I like the Smiths and
\ REM, but if other UMaine students
'ant to hear Black Sabbath play "Iron
Men," who am I to deny them that?
Are we progressive fans so selfish that
we must deny Our non-progressive bros
and sisters their listening pleasure?
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The three-bin system that Khoury proposes seems like a more than generous
compromise to me. One bin, or twothirds of the WMEB format, will remain
progressive. Another bin will feature
cuts, or unreleased album cuts of wellknown baiiiis like the Police..no Ma(1onna and no Bon 10VI.
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I find it highly annoying, however.,
that every, and I do mean every person
who has written to the Maine Campus
about the format change, complained
about the new Top 40 format of WMEB.
No folks, it was never once reported in
this paper that WMEB is going Top 40.
WMEB is not going to become a Top 40
radio station...I repeat, WMEB is not-going to become a Top 40 radio station..a
Top 40 radio station WMEB will never
be...
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Linda McGivern strongly believes that
variety is the spice of life.
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Response
Story and Hedges gave a command performance
To the editor:
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Something extraordinarily.
magical happened at th5 Maine
Center for the Arts on Friday
evening. Two paramount entertainers, Liz Story and Michael
Hedges, performed in such a
way as to leave an audience of
approximately 1,400 mesmorized and adamantly asking for
more.
Liz Story, with her humorous
anecdotes and delightful grace;

Michael Hedges, tvith his
unceasing energy and superior
stage presence. She, as the
advertising expressed, a
"classically trained, jazz inspired solo pianist," projected
an element of true emotion as
her hands fluently glided across
the keyboard.
He,"an innovative steel string
guitarist," attacked his instruments as a painter approaches the canvas with seemingly mad fury while at all times

remaining in absolute control.
Story insisted that the audience
reflect. Hedges drew laughter
and amazement, which bought
him standing ovations and calls
for an encore. They together
emanated two of Windham
Hill's greatest talent finds!
I wish to thank the Off Campus Board, Salt Pond Community Broadcasting, and the
Maine Center for the Arts staff
(especially
Rolf
Olsen,
Marketing Director; Rob Koop,

Technical Director; and Ellie
Gulick, House Manager) for arrangement, financial support,
and professional execution of
Friday evening's concert.
Allowing the opportunity to
enjoy Liz Story and Michael
Hedges to such magnitude, will
hold long in my memory as a
complement of my college experience at the University of
Maine.
L. Doolittle
Balentine Hall

I am deeply distressed that
the former love-of-my-life,
WMEB, is suffering from an
identity crisis.
The very notion of "integrating a few Top 40 tunes into the station's format" is, quite
frankly, nauseating. Would you
expect a 4-star restaurant that
was suddenly considering adding Chicken McNuggets to its
menu?
I am not questioning Mr.
Khoury's integrity, but I do
have some serious misgivings
regarding his method of
research and the interpretation
of the collected data. According
to his survey, approximately
two-thirds of the student
population said they "preferred" pop oriented music. I
suspect that some (perhaps
many) of the students polled
have never been properly introduced to any alternatives,
therefore they have no real basis
for comparison.(Which do you
prefer, living on Earth or living
on Mars?)
The only conclusion to be
drawn from such limited
research is that a great potential
audience for WMEB's progressive format exists — an au-

To the editor:

dience that is waiting for
WMEB to get its act together.
Think no one would be interested in listening to a highly
professional-sounding station
that is committed to providing
the very best in jazz, reggae, allworld music and the like?
Think again. Every semester
the campus is flooded with new
students (with mostly Top 40
backgrounds), eager to explore
their options and expand their
horizons. Seize the opportunity! Get out there and promote
the station!
Mr. Khoury, you undoubtably face many challenges
within the next year and you
need the support of all executive
staff members and personnel.
Strive for excellence .— not
popularity — and you will earn
the respect of your peers.
Executive staffers, please
don't allow yourselves to sink
into the quicksand of indecision
and apathy. Stay fliettSsed, stay
passionate, or stay home!
WMEB,. my heart is breaking. I only hope that as time
goes by, as executive staffs come
and go, you will always remain
the renegade I fell in love with
such a short time ago.
Rebecca A: Daigle
WMEB Publicity Director, 1985

Commentary

'
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The following is a poem from
one of the desks in Room 130
Little Hall:

UVAC performs vital role
To the editor:
There are many student
organizations on our campus
that work very hard for all of us
which receive no recognition.
One of these is the University
Ambulance Corps.
Over 40 volunteers donate
approximately 22,000 hours
throughout the year in a variety of services. The Ambulance
Corps. monitors intoxicated
and suicidal individuals who
just need a reliable friend.
The Ambulance Corps. attends all major sporting events,

protects Greek Week and gives
presentations in many dorms.
They also serve as a backup
system for all surrounding communities while retaining a constant 24-hour per day readiness
for our university.
We all need to respect and appreciate the student groups that
work so hard for all of us here
at UMaine. I send my personal
congratulations on a job well
done.

Christopher D. Boothby
President, Student Government

We shall overcome
To the editor:
On Maine Day, Wednesday,
.
-April 22, students of the
University of Maine will
organize to clean up the
grounds of the campus.
That same day, students will
also attempt to cleanse the
University of Maine Foundation of its economic holdings in
apartheid South Africa.
There will be a rally sponsored by the Maine Peace Action Committee in Bangor from

1:00-2:00 protesting the Foundation's immoral involvement in
South Africa. Transportation
will be available; rides will be
leaving the Maples at 12:30.
The Maine -,Peace Action
Committee hopes everyone will
take part in the rally. We encourage people to not only
beautify the campus, but also
purify its conscience.

The true meaning of Easter

It's that time of year again. A time when people
buy new spring clothes, when stores all have
"Easter Sales," and when kids spend time looking
for caster eggs. But somehow.in_the midst of bunnies laying chocolate eggs and people dressing up
in their Sunday best, the true meaning of Easter is
missed.
Easter is a time of celebration of the resurrection
of Jesus Christ. According to each of the four
gospels in the New Testament, on the first day of
the week a group of women went to the tomb
where Christ had been buried to annoint his body
with ointments, but found the tomb empty. Many
people will argue that his disciples broke into the
tomb and stole his body. In fact, the Roman
soldiers guarding the tomb were bribed to say the
same thing.
However, the Bible doesn't just say the tomb was
empty. It goes much further, giving numerous accounts of people actually seeing the risen Christ.
In a letter to the church in Corinth, the apostle
Paul wrote that Christ "appeared to Peter, and
then to the Twelve. After that he appeared to more
than 500 of the brethren at the same time, most of

A commentary written by Ed
Lyon on WMEB Contained a
typgraphical error. It should
have read "not commercial"
insead of" now commercial".
The Maine Campus regrets the
error.

Poetry 101

WMEB is distressing
7b the editor:

Correction

though some have fallen
whom are still
asleep." II Corinthians 15:5a-6, NIV).
If someone were to tell you that they had seen
sonwone who had come back to life, you probably
believe them.-1-f-ten people told you the
same thing, it might seem more credible. But if
over 500 people told you they had seen someone
who had come back to life, you would have a hard
time denying the possibility.
Paul was not saying that 500 people have seen
Christ, but they are gone and you can't talk to
them. Instead, he was saying to the Corinthian
church that 500 people have seen Christ, and they
are still alive and you can talk to them.'
It is interesting to note that there is not one
historical document which refutes the story of
Christ's resurrection. And no one has ever been
able to produce the body of Christ. It would seem
that if Christ had not risen from the dead, and
that the story was a hoax, that at least one person
would have spoken up. But 'there is no accbunt of
anyone ever having done so.
The historical fact of Christ's resurrection would
indicate that at the very least, Christ was a prophe.

Efram Burk
Somerset Hall

Midnight moment of unsleep
Blades of memory cut so
deep
Yesterday my mind turned
gray
When my hopes and dreams
slipped away
What remains are broken
walls
Plaster, crumbling, slips and
falls
Eyes, windows in this
cathedral of doubt
Are stained with blood, and
I can't see out
I'm forced to look inside the
hole
That space that holds my tattered soul
Looking at this body, this
thing I've killed
With an overdose of dreams
and expectations unfulfilled
Author Unknown

•

Not a bad piece of work for
graffiti, if you ask me. I thought
I should share it with those people who don't have a class in 130
Little. I hope your readers enjoy it as much as I do.
Douglas H. Vanderweide
Cumberland Hall

I VCF
of God. But Jesus Christ claimed to be much
more. He claimed to be the Son of God.
God sent his son, Jesus Christ, to this world to
live a perfect life. At the age of 33. he was arrested, tried before an unfair judge, and condemned to be crucified. But why? Why would God
allow His Son to be killed at the hands of insignificant humans? perhaps the gospel of John
says it more clearly: "For God so loved the world
that He gave His one and only Son, that whoever
believes in Him shall not perish but have eternal
life." (John 3:16, NIV).
God wants to have a personal relationship with
every single individual, but because we have rebelled Pgainst God, and told Him to leave us alone, a
barrier has come between us and Him. Christ's
death and resurrection provided a bridge over that
barrier, so that through him we can have that relationship that God desires.
This is the true meaning of Easter. Not new
clothes, bunnies, or eggs, but the opportunity to
enter into a new and exciting relationship with the
creator of the universe.
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Pablo Picasso's lithograph "Les Deux Femmes Nues" (1964) is one of the first
prints donated to the University of Maine Art Collection by Robert Venn Can Jr.,
an alumnus of the Class of 1938 now living in North Palm Beach, Fla., and Torrington,
Conn. Carr has given the UMaine Art Department the largest single gift in its history
— 20th-Century prints valued at more than S250,000.

Susan J. Plourde

BIRTHDAYS
At what age do people stop looking forward to birthdays and begin
dreading them?
I recently attended the birthday of
a five-year old and marveled at his
ability to take hold of the day and
enjoy it.
It was not just the gifts that he
was looking forward to, it was the
change of age.
Just imagine, he was actually reveling in growing older!
When do we lose that, I wonder?
When do we begin to look at our
birthdays with bewilderment instead
of wonderment?
Children. it seems, are the masters
of this phenomenon. When they are,

four, they want to be five. When they
are five, they want to be six...
Young children go so far as to add
fractions to their ages. "I'm four and
a half," they say. (When was the last
time you heard an adult say, "I'm 36
and a half?"
As the children grow older, the
focus on age changes somewhat. It is
not so much the number itself that is
important but what the number
represents.
The 13th- birthday is when they
finally become the dreaded
TEENAGER.
When they turn 16, they can drive
a car.The 18th birthday is not so important in itself (except to those civic
minded individuals that want to vote
or those in the few states that still
allow drinking at 18) but it represents
the year that most people graduate
from high sehool . a much anticipated milestone.
Twenty-one is the peak, the pinnacle of expectation. We can finally
drink alcohol (legally, that is) and,
for all intents and purposes, are considered adults.
But it is all downhill from there.
There are no accomplishments of
adulthood (the real world that we
hear so much about) that are
associated with a specific age.

You don't have to be a certain age
to have children, get a job, start a
career, buy a house, have a heart attack or get a divorce.
Nothing in the real world, good or
bad,. is determined by your age.
Except retirement and Medicare.
Therefore, after 21, birthdays are
no longer anticipated favorably. Very
few people look forward to turning
30 or 40.
Even birthday cards for the over-2I
crowd reflect this attitude by focusing
on grey hair, balding, weight gain
and, particularly, loss of sexual
prowess.
After number 21, birthdays are
dreaded like the approaching grim
reaper that many think they
represent.
HOW DEPRESSING!
There has to be a way to retain
some of the wonderment and anticipation that we have as children.
As the baby boomers grow older,
maybe more positive emphasis will be
placed on rising double digit ages.
It is not all grey hair and fake
teeth, believe me. (What is wrong
with grey hair anyway?)
Birthday cards should revel in the
glory of the knowledge and the expertise (particularly the area of sex)
of advancing age.
(We may not do it as often but we

do it much better.)
Life does not end at 21.
There should be a public relations
campaign promoting the advantages
and exhilarations of life after 21. We.
have to find more things to look forward to about growing older than
great sex and middle age spread.
I don't know...May.'be great sex is
enough.
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Hollywood looking for young comedians
by Janine Pineo
Volunteer ,Writer
A Hollywood producer is looking for
"real visual, real energetic and real silly" comedy from college students
around the country,
"College Comedy Competition" is a
new television series from Lynch/Biller
Productions that is designed for college
students to compete with other students
in front of a studio audience.
Michael Branton, the coordinating
producer, said, "We are hoping (that) we
are building a talent roster. So far, we've
gotten tapes from all over.
"I'm not looking for sedate stuff,"
he said. "We're looking for real wild
stuff."
Branton said the show features three
performance categories: sketches, star
impersonations and novelty acts.

Branton said the sketches are one to
two minute routines involving two or
three people. He said, he's looking for
"eye-catching" acts "ideally involving
costumes and props."
The sketch can be on any subject, he
said, but "I'm really stressing the
visual."
The star impersonation category can
involve up to three people who impersonate stars in original fictional situations, mos ie parodies or commercials.
"We want short bits that set up stars
in certain situations," Branton said.
This category, he said, can be "pretty
flamboyant."
The novelty act is where "anything
goes," he said.
This act is the "wild card" of the
show, Branton said. The format is much
like a gong show.
He said bizarre costumes, weird props
and off-the-wall music are encouraged.

But Branton said these are loose
guidelines for the show because it
depends on the material he receives.
"We're still defining the show," he
said.
Branton contacted Christopher
Boothby, president of the student
government. Boothby said, "I told him
that I felt it would work here.
"I think we have a substantial amount
of interest," he said.
Boothby said he spoke with some
students at the talent show Monday,
April 6, and there was an interest in the
television show.
Boothby added that he thinks Maine
is a difficult place to get a start in comedy, and this show gives students an
opportunity.
Branton said that the selected students
from the colleges will be flown to Los
Angeles and provided with a hotel room
and local transportation.

William Lucy, associate dean of Student Activities and Services said, "We'd
be happy to promote what he's(Branton)
doing, if it benefits the students."
The winner of each show will receive
a donation to the school, probably to the
library.
Lucy' said, "The concept (of the show)
is pretty sound. It sounds like it's certainly worth exploring and doing."
Branton said that if any students are
interested in the competition, they are
welcome to call him at (213)469-7166 —
and the call can be direct or collect.
"College Comedy Competition,"
which will be distributed by Fox Broadcasting Co., does not yet have an air date.
He said that he has received video
tapes from many colleges across the
United States and hopes to receive many
more because he is not concentrating the
search in California.

Allman and Winter to perform at Center for the Arts
The Gregg Allman Band and Johnny
Winter will be at the Maine Center for
the Arts, University of Maine on
Wednesday, April 22, at 8:00 p.m.

classic In a business populated by "overnight sensations" that come and go,
Gregg Allman has not only preserved,
but has progressed since the world

Gregg Allman's music has been
described as original, one of a kind, and

became aware of his talents as a
singer/song-writer/musician in 1969 as a

Wanna lose weight?
Fad diets aren't the way
Health & Fitness
by Trish, Kenny, and Katherine Gill
Volunteer Writers
So you want to lose weight, but you
don't know where to start. You search
endlessly through magazines, rummage
through bookstores and thumb through
newspaper articles. Everywhere you look
you see miraculous promises and pictures of beautiful slender women who
claim to have weighed 200 pounds last
week. Will these fad diets work for you?
The American population is obsessed with losing weight. There are as many
diets on the market as there are people
dieting. The gullible public will try
anything from grapefruits all day to
fasting, to drop extra pounds.
According to Jane Brody's Nutrition
Book, four out of five who lose weight
not only regain it but often exceed their
original weight.
By cutting calories and restricting
what you eat and when you eat it, fad
diets can work for short periods.
However, they are also boring, tedious,
unbalanced nutritionally or contain ingrediants which may pose long term problems. They do not establish a new
healthier set of eating patterns which is

the underlying goal of a successful
weight loss program.
Fad diets may pose serious health problems from both a physical and emotional standpoint. For example, a high
protein diet which restricts carbohydrates
may force your kidneys to work overtime
to remove an increased nitrogen waste
load. This type of diet, which often excludes fruits and vegetables, may also
pose problems by restricting the number
and amount of vitamins available.

member of the legendary Allman
Brothers Band.
Gregg's sheer love of music has always
put him on the go, either jamming with
any number of musicians and groups or
trying new ideas and experimenting with
different combinations. So when the
Allman Brothers Band showed signs of
slowing down their pace, Gregg immediately began recruiting members for
his own band. As a performing unit, this
fine group of players is truly a band to
be reckoned with. The Gregg Allman
Band has developed into its own musical
force, not copying the past, but Projecting into the future.

WADE APARTMENTS
Now leasing 2 - 3 bedroom apartments.
For more information call:

866-35601

Emotionally the fad diet may set the
dieter up for failure which, particularly
when it becomes a recurring event, may
be very difficult to handle.
Long term success is important in all
aspects of life and that includes success
in managing weight loss. The answer to
healthy dieting is not to jump on the fad
diet band wagon, but to decide to review
your eating and exercising habits and
your attitude towards them, then make
some common sense decisions about
selecting well balanced meals, restricting
high calorie desserts and snacks,
establishing a daily exercise program and
feeling good about the progress you are
making.

LAWN MOWER CLINIC
Sponsored bt Maine Agricultural and Forest Engineering Association.
To be held Saturday April 18th behind the Agricultural
Engineering building between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.-- rain date
is the following Saturday.
The cost of $12 includes: a new sparkplug, oil change, blade
sharpened, air filter cleaned, and 'a power wash.

Johnny Winter is another American
music legend. Between 1968 and 1980,
he cut 15 albums that define the bluesrock form, ranging from the raw power
of "Rock and Roll Hoochie Coo" to the
subtlety of acoustic Delta blues.
His latest album, Third Degree, confirms Winter's place on the list of top
guitarists in the world with some of his
hest playing ever. Fiery and flamboyant,
it is a classical album by an American
blues-rock legend.
Tickets are $12.50 and $14.50 and are
available from The Maine Center for the
Arts box office (207/581-1755),

between 4:00 - 6:00

Finthord

SPRING
GRADUATES:

GET 3.9 A.P.R.
THE CREDIT
YOU DESERVE
Once again, were proud to offer
the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan GMAC wants to
help us give you the credit you
deserve aid the keys to a new
chase once. or a 90-day deferral
Pontiac
on your payments as a graduaFor this special GMAC financ- tion present from GMAC
ing, all you need is your diploma,
After all, graduating from colproof of a lob, a low down
lege is no small achievement
payment, the ability to meet
Were proud to offer you one of
monthly payments and no
your first rewards. GMACis
derogatory credit references
an Equal Credit Opportunity
You'll get $4017 off the pur
Company
A7 WAYS YOU'RE "NO. I" BECAUSE YOU'VE MADE US "NO. 1"
V

699 BROADWAY BANGOR

ov, 0448 0:17 7 308
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World/U.S. News
New bill to restrict public smoking
AUGUSTA„ Maine (AP) — A
pulmonary specialist and an antismoking coalition used a recent surgeon
General's report on the dangers of second hand smoke as ammunition Thursday as they asked a legislative panel for
more restrictions on putlic smoking.
Three of the bills before the Human
Resources Committee are aimed at
restaurants, and one would bar smoking
in all publicly owned buildings.
Groups representing restaurants, innkeepers and the tobacco industry
registered mild opposition without
disputing claims by the bills' supporters
that second-hand tobacco smoke poses
health hazards.
"We are dealing with a problem which
has been very definitely scientifically
documented," said Dr. E. Osborne
Coates Jr., a pulmonary specialist who

represented the Maine and American
lung associations.
A 1986 Surgeon General's report
validates claims that passive smoking increases the risk of cancers, can affect
children of smokers and poses hazards
for people with respiratory illnesses, he
said.
"Many citizens, because of sensitivity to smoke, are not able to transact
business in public buildings" because of
second-band smoke, Rep. Susan Pines
told the committee.
Pines, sponsor of the bill to ban
smoking in public buildings, noted that
the state and municipalities have spent
millions of dollars to make public
buildings accessible to the handicapped.
Passage of her bill "would extend these
same rights to citizens with asthma, lung
disease and other chronic illnesses,"

the Limestone Republican said.
Tobacco Institute lobbyist Ann Robinson said in a brief statement that the bill
would force the state to preempt local
authority over municipal and county
buildings.
Of the bills applying to food
establishments, one would require nonsmoking areas in restaurants and bar
smoking in food stores with at least
1,500 square feet. Another would require
restaurants and bar smoking in food
stores with at least 50 seats to set aside
40 percent or more of their seats for nonsmokers. A third bill would also require
restaurants to post smoking policies,
without specifically banning smoking.
"The right to fresh air vastly
supercedes the right for someone to
pollute the air," said Rep. Gerald A.
Hillock, R-Gorham, a co-sponsor of the

bill applying to restaurants with at least
50 seats.
Other supporters said the success of
recently enacted non-smoking laws applying to other public places bodes will
for the latest proposals. "This session is
ripe for a restaurant bill," noted Rep
Peter J. Manning, D-Portland, a sponsor of one bill and co-chairman of the
committee.
Gordon Smith, chairman of the
Maine Coalition on Smoking OR
Health, which represents 25 medical and
health groups, told the committee that
compliance with laws barring smoking
in large stores and workplace smoking
policies has been very high.
At least 40 Maine employers have
gone beyond the requirements of the
workplace smoking-policy law and
banned smoking altogether, he said.
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President declares disaster areas
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Reagan on Thursday declared eight Nev.
Hampshire counties major disaster areas
and directed the Federal Emergency
Management Agency to pros ide mones.

to repair the flood damage.
Towns and residents in Cheshire, Grafton, Hillsboro, Merrimack, Rockingham
and Sullivan counties were declared eligible for federal aid.

sGARIti ,

Residents in Carroll and Strafford
counties also are eligible, FEMA officials said.
The assistance will include grants,
temporary hou ing,
,r\sii loans, and other
programs for
idents, families and
businesses who
ffered uninsured
losses, said federal Officals.
Field offices will beset up in Keene
and Ossippee for people to file aid applications. Other offices may be opened elsewhere.
The state last weekend sought $10.7
million in federal aid to help repair
homes, businesses and roads that were

damaged or destroyed by nearly five days
of rain and flooding.
Gretta Graham, GON. John Sununu's
press secretary, said residences suffered
$4 million in damage, businesses $3.6
million, agriculture $361,000 and road
and bridge systems $3 million.
FEMA survey teams reported that
1,883 homes suffered some damage and
103 state roads and 162 town roads were
closed at one point.
FEMA is to pay percent of the cost of
repairing public property with the rest to
be paid by the state and local
governments.

Bumstock
Weekend
EL C EEPO'S
Cantina and
Dancing Saloon

Thursday- 55° Drafts
All Nite
$3.25 Pitchers
All Draft Beer
Friday - Green Bottle Beer
$1.00 8-10 p.m.
(Heineken & Rolling Rock)

Saturday - $1.25 Well Drinks
8-10 p.m.

FRI. APRIL 24

MAXCREEK

and YOUNG NEIL AND THE VIPERS
in Lengyel Gym 8:00 p.m.- 1:00 a.m.

SAT. APRIe25

UPAaise bode

BUMSTOCK

on the Cabin Fields Noon to 9 p.m.
DANI TRIBESMEN • reggae
CHIP DIVITS • jazz
BLUE FLAMES • rockin blues

BROKEN MEN • 60's rock
ANNI CLARK • folk
KINSMEN
RIDGERUNNERS • Blue Grass

Special guest

DAVE BROMBERG QUARTET
We need WORKERS and STUDENT SECURITY
Free Bumstock T-Shirt and Pizza Party for all involved
Next Bumstock Meeting:

Thurs., April 23, 4 p.m.in the Sutton Lounge

Memorial Union or leave your name and phone
number in the OCB or SEA office
SCIOCISSIta.
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Bear baseballjo face Northeastern
by Dave Greely
Staff Writer
The conference-leading Northeastern
Huskies will invade Mahaney Diamond
this weekend for an important three
game series with the University of Maine
Black Bears.
The Black Bears, third in the conference at 3-2, hope to make up some
ground on the 3-0 Huskies.
Coach John Winkin said the Black
Bears will have to play excellent baseball
to do so.
"We'll have to play our best against a
real good club." he said. "We'll have
to be at our best in every way."
Winkin will go with veteran pitchers

Steve Loubier (3-3, 3.60 ERA)and Jeff
Plympton (2-5, 8.36 ERA)in the Saturday double header. Plympton is coming
off of his best outing of the year — a
2-hit, 10-strikeout victory over Central
Connecticut.
Freshman Jim Dillon (2-2, 3.84 ERA)
will get the call for Sunday's 9-inning affair. Dillon has turned in three consecutive solid performances, including
five innings of two-hit ball against USM.
Coach Winkin said that some changes
may be made in the line-up for this
weekend's series.
"We've been looking at the possibility of making some changes," he said.
"We'll work them out in practice and
then make a decision."

Winkin said that he hopes the two
comeback victories over USM will help
the team's confidence.
"You have to hope that little things
like that will help," he said.
Maine's leading hitter is senior cocaptain Dan Kane. He is hitting .406
with three homers and 22 RBIs. Kane
recently established a Ness England
career record of 53 doubles, 14 of which
have come this season.
Sophomore catcher Colin Ryan is hitting .299 with four homers and 17 RBIs.

Senior co-captain Dan Etzweiler
showed signs of coming alive with two
homeruns and four RBIs in Wednesday's
41 win over USM. Etzweiler is hitting
.230 with five round trippers and 20
RBIs.
Northeastern is led by Gary Nelson
(.455, three HRs, eight RBIs), John Griffin (.429, two HRs, 18 RBIs, .818 slugging percentage) and Jim Mulry (.354,"
one HR, nine RBIs).
Saturday's double header begins at
noon with Sunday's game scheduled for
a 1 p.m. start.
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EASTER WORSHIP
Sunrise Service 6 a.m. Ornamental Gardens
(beyond Hill Top)

!el that
Ise and
ds were

Evening Service 6:30 p.m. The Wilson Center

-r

(The "A" frame at 67 College Ave.)
cost of
rest to
local

The Maine Christian Association - Tom Chittick, Chaplain

•••

iS

UMaine baseball in action.

(Custafason photo)

-1_

•Financing assured if students have a job or a bona fide
offer of employment and have no derogatory credit record.
Only a 597e down payment on retail financing, or a twopayment security deposit for leases.
•Deferral of the first monthly payment for 90 days or a $400
rebate that can be applied to the town payment or to the selling
price on a retail transaction. On a lease contract, the rebate can
be applied to the security deposit and/or the first month's rental
payment.

Beacon

9,Orfsa.
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Haskell steps down
by. Kevin Sjoberg
and R. Kevin Dietrich
Sports Writers
Stu Haskell, who has been the University of Maine athletic director since 1982,
will resign his position within the next
few months, announced UPvtaine President Dale Lick in a press conference
Thursday.. .
' Haskell, at his own request, will
become'associate-athletic director for
operations upon the appointment of a
new director.
Haskell, 53, said he was making this
decision voluntarily in "the best interests
of the university intercollegiate athletic
program.
"'The promise of an even brighter
future exists for Maine athletics, but it
will require the energies and talents of
a special type of individual in the director's position.

"The dollars which must be raised
privately for more successful programs
will be substantial.
"I believe I can be extremely helpful
in this activity, but new leadership is
quired,"- Haskell said in a public
statement.
Haskell had worked for the university for nearly 30 years.
Prior to becoming the athletic director, he sersed as the UMaine assistant
director of publicity between 1957 and
1965 and as the business manager of
athletics between 1266 and 1983.
Haskell graduated from the University of Maine in 1956 -with a degree in
journalism and spent three years as a
sportswriter on the Bangor Daily News
and also served as the editor of the
Republic Journal for another year in the
mid 1950s.
There will be a national search for a
director and the position is hoped to be
filled by July I.

--rhe family suggests
• that memorial
contributions 1.-x.‘ made
to the American
feart Association."
ien people ‘vant to
honor a loved one
and fight heart disease.

American Heart
Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
'CUR LIFE
Thss space prowled as a pulsed serme

TI
Monday, A

API

El Cheepo's
Dane Club

MARGARITA'S IN ORONO

FIGHT
CANCER.
EAT
YOUR
VEGETABLES.

will be accepting applications for
ALL POSITIONS
(summer help)
Saturday 12-4_ p.m.
Apply in Person

It you think you're
having a heart attack,
think out loud.
t FIGHTING Fa?
,e0UP-UFE

American Heart
Association

(no phone calls)

Thss space prowled as a pubic serwe
p•
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Which of these performers do you want to see next fall?
HOT TUNA

THE BANGLES

PAUL YOUNG

JORMA ICAUKONEN

BOB GELDOE

THE PRETENDERS

RAY CHARLES

BUSBOYS

PSYCHEDELIC FURS

THE BAND

CHARLIE DANIELS

REM

CYNDI LAUPER

SIMPLY RED

BUNNY WAILER

EDDIE MONEY

THE TEMPTATIONS

STEEL PULSE

ELVIS COSTELLO

VIOLENT FEMMES

UB 40

HOOTERS

WANG CHUNG

ZIGGY MARLEY

JAMES BROWN
_

-JOEPISCOPO

IAZi
J. SCHOFIELD GROUP

JAMES TAYLOR

ROBIN WILLIAMS

MILES DAVIS

JERMAIN JACKSON

STEVEN WRIGHT

OREGON

JIMMY BUFFET

_

COMEDY

BLUES

SHADOWFAX

JOAN JETT

B.B. KING

SPYRO GYRA

JOHN FOGERTY

ROBERT CRAY

STANLEY JORDAN

JOHN MINE

ROOMFUL OF BLUES

WYNTON MARSALIS

KANSAS

STEVIE R. VAUGHAN

LOS LOBOS

'CLASSIC ROCK

Ref(
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by Marc Lar
Staff Writer

REGGAE

aideis pue alati piej

HOWARD JONES

aiduIs put!

MANHAITANS

ploi

Please select four of your favorite groups:(1= Favorite,4 = 4th favorite).
ROCK

Alpha Phi Omi
structing a new

COUNTRY
WAYLON JENNINGS
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